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Spiral galaxies: thin rotating discs of 1010 stars and interstellar gas,
〈n〉 ' 1 cm−3, 103 <∼ n <∼ 10−3 cm−3, 10 <∼ T <∼ 106 K

M51 NGC 891
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1 kpc ≈ 3× 1021 cm
≈ 3, 260 light yr

v0 ' 10 km s−1,
turbulent speed

l0 ' 0.1 kpc,
turbulent scale

Rotation: V = rΩ ' 200 km s−1 ,
v0

l0Ω
' 5

Rotation curves and shear in the Milky Way (solid) and in a generic galaxy (dashed)
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Elliptical galaxies
Triaxial ellipsoids of 1011 stars and hot interstellar gas, 〈n〉 ' 10−3 cm−3, T ' 107 K

M86 M87

Rotation: insignificant
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The multi-phase interstellar medium (ISM) in spiral galaxies

Phase Origin Density Temperature Size Fractional
[ cm−3] [ K] [ pc] volume, %

Molecular Gravity, 103 10 10 0.1
clouds thermal

instability

Hydrogen Compression 20 100 100 2
clouds

Diffuse warm gas 0.1 104 — 60

Hot gas Supernovae 10−3 106 100–1000 38
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The multi-layered ISM

The warmer is the component
of the ISM, the more it
expands away from the
Galactic midplane.

Galactic fountain:

hot gas rises to the halo,
cools, and returns to the disc
in ' 109 yr
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Galactic gaseous halos:
turbulent, rotating, hot, ionized, quasi-spherical gaseous envelopes of galactic discs

Multiple supernovae break through the gas layer
to fill the space above with buoyant hot gas

n ' 10−3 cm−3, T ' 106 K, cs ' 100 km s−1, L ' 15 kpc

Simulation of the superbubble Neutral hydrogen supershell
breakout to the halo (M-M. MacLow) distance 6.5 kpc, diameter 600 pc,
gas density in a vertical cross-section 800 pc× 800 pc vertical size 1.1 kpc (N. M. McLure-Griffits & J. R. Dickey)
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Interstellar turbulence: driven by explosions of supernova stars

STARBURST REGION NGC 604 in M33:
200 young massive stars (15–60 solar masses) in a region 1,500 light years across.
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Expanding supernova shells drive motions in the ambient gas
⇒ turbulence in the ISM

Turbulent scale:
l0 = shell size at pressure balance
l0 ' 0.1 kpc ≈ 300 light yr

Turbulent speed:
v0 = expansion velocity at
pressure balance
v0 ' 10 km s−1 ≈ csound

A nearly Kolmogorov spectrum:
vl ∝ l1/3 ,
over a wide range of scales
1010 cm <∼ l <∼ 1020 cm

(Armstrong et al., ApJ, 443, 209, 1995)
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Interstellar medium in spiral galaxies:

• rotating,

• stratified,

• turbulent,

• electrically conducting

fluid (plasma) — ideal environment for various types of dynamo action .
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Magnetic fields observed in spiral galaxies ( ~H = ~B +~b , 〈 ~H〉 = ~B)

Synchrotron (radio) emission of relativistic electrons, I ∝
∫ L
0 nrelH

2
⊥ ds.

Large-scale magnetic field B:
traced by the polarized emission, P ∝

∫ L
0 nrelB

2
⊥ ds,

and Faraday rotation in thermal gas, RM = K
∫ L
0 ne

~B · d~s
Turbulent magnetic field b: traced by the unpolarized emission, I − P
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M51, I at λ3 cm, resolution 15′′ (A. Fletcher)

Approximate equipartition between mag-
netic and turbulent energy:

b '
√

4πρv2 ' 5 µG ,

b2

B2
' 3.

The B-vector of polarized synchrotron
emission is parallel to ~B⊥.

Large-scale magnetic field:
spiral with a moderate pitch angle
p = −(10◦–30◦)
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Total magnetic field
in a sample of spiral galaxies (R. Beck) H and B in the Milky Way (E. M. Berkhuijsen)
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The mean-field dynamo theory in its simplest form provides a remarkably
satisfactory description of virtually all gross features of galactic magnetic fields,

∂ ~B

∂t
= ∇× [~V (~r)× ~B] +∇× α(~x) ~B

1 + B2/B2
eq(~x)

+ β∇2 ~B ,

where all the coefficients can be expressed in terms of observable quantities.

Magnetic field properties captured by the dynamo theory:

• pitch angle of magnetic field and its variation with r;

• quadrupolar symmetry;

• predominantly axially symmetric structure;

• localized non-axisymmetric structure in the galaxy M51;

• the synchrotron ring in the galaxy M31.

(details in AS, astro-ph/0411739)
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What’s unusual about galaxies as dynamo systems?

• The ISM has a complicated, multi-phase structure, with strong interactions
between the phases

• Galactic discs are open systems with strong mass/magnetic field interchange
with the halo
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Magnetic field in the spiral arms and molecular gas formation
(Fletcher, AS & Korpi, in preparation)

r < 8 kpc in M51: PI(λ6 cm) + CO/H2, res. 6′′ ≈ 300 pc (A. Fletcher)

Arm-interarm contrast in polarized synchr. intensity:

PIarm

PIinterarm
= 1–10,

〈 PIarm

PIinterarm

〉
= 2 ⇒

〈 Barm

Binterarm

〉
<∼
√

2.

Arm-interarm contrast in total gas density:
ρarm

ρinterarm
= 2–10,

〈 ρarm

ρinterarm

〉
= 5

Why the large-scale magnetic field is NOT compressed together with the gas?

(Similar behaviour in the large-scale shock waves in barred galaxies.)
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Compression of diffuse gas ⇒ formation of small, dense H2 clouds:

• time scale: τH→H2 ' 106 yr
103 cm−3

n
;

• length scale: L = V τH→H2 ' 0.1 kpc � arm width.

∼ 90% of the gas mass is converted into H2.

Molecular clouds occupy 10−3 of the total volume and move almost independently of
the diffuse gas
⇒ the large-scale magnetic field is not anchored in molecular clouds.

Continuity equation for the diffuse gas:
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (~V ρ) = Q , Q < 0 .

Induction equation:
∂ ~B

∂t
= ∇× (~V × ~B) .

d

dt

~B

ρ
=


~B

ρ
· ∇

 ~V−Q

ρ

~B

ρ
.

Q = qρ, ~V = (Vx(x), 0, 0), ~B = (0, By, 0) ⇒ By

ρ
∝ exp(−qt) , q < 0 .
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Implications

• B

ρ
grows ⇒ the large-scale magnetic field can become dynamically dominant

in spiral arms and in other regions with abundant molecular gas.

• Diffuse gas is less compressed than the total gas.

• Magnetic field compression is related to that of the diffuse gas, and so can be
small.
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